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(Music Sales America). This useful chord book, developed for mandolin players, features clear,
readable chord diagrams. The diagrams are grouped by key for easy reference. No page flipping
needed!
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This book is exactly what the beginning mandolinist needs - a quick reference to every chord
formation on mandolin with several different options for each chord. This book is also useful for the
experienced player, if only just as a quick reference. Good investment.

As the others have said this is a good book to keep handy for your practice sessions. The only gripe
I have is that if I want to learn how to play an Am7b5 I want to look in the key of A section. But that
chord is the 7th chord in a harmonized B scale so it's in the "Key of B" section. If I want to find a G
anything chord I expect it to be in a section on G chords, not in G for some chords and C for others
and in A minor for others. This means that quite often you have to search the book to find the one
you're looking for.Lots of good chords here. They're just organized oddly.

This is such a useful little book. It's got every chord you could ever need and it's organized by key
(what a great idea). I would have given it 5 stars for the content, but it won't stay open without

putting something heavy on it or folding it so the back gets broken. Trying to force my fingers into a
tight, unfamiliar chord and having the book snap shut before I can get it is REALLY annoying. If the
publishers read this, please, please, PLEASE make this with a spiral binding that will lay flat.

As you've most likely read in other reviews on this product, chords in this book are organized by key
and not alphabetically. I really hated the organization of the chords at first. However, after some
amount of initial frustration the more I used the book, the more I appreciated it. I would never have
thought to order a chord reference in this fashion. It's turned out to be quite a useful reference tool.

As a fledgling mandolin player I have found this book to be indispesible.

I ordered it for my aunt, she got a Mandolin for Christmas. This book shows every chord the
mandolin has and shows the position for your fingers. I highly recommend for beginners like my
aunt. The CD's training on guitars and mandolins are very fast and only show the the fingers on the
strings for the chords, it is hard to figure it out. This book enables you to learn the finger positions for
each chord and there are many, so I recommend each day you try and learn two or three a day and
practice to commit them to memory. I have an extended music background and I had a difficult time
with the CD. So I did some research and found this book. I hope this helps others.

This has all of the chords you'll need. It is easy to read and use. Since it's small it fits inside the
case of your instrument so it's always there when you need it. If you play by ear then this is really all
that you would ever need. It has no music theory, just chords. It's a great reference.

"Get you a chord book," said the crusty old guy who restrung my mandolin. As a beginner, this book
is top-notch, presenting the chords in their keys.
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